
For a little extra lumbar 
support for your chair 

in-flight or in the office, 
or a place to lay your 

head between business 
meetings or in a window 

seat, it’s the Go Travel Hybrid 
Universal Pillow from Design Go. Combining the comfort of memory 
foam with the convenience of air, the pillow’s plush memory foam top 

instantly molds to your contours and an inflatable base provides a 
support boost and personalized fit. Super versatile, it packs down to 
a quarter of its original size to fit in the palm of your hand, making it 

easy to pop in any size bag. MSRP: $12.95

BUSINESS-READY ACCESSORIES
that let frequent flyers put their best foot forward for wherever their business takes them,  

adding efficiency and ease to travels.  By Kathy Witt

The EASYSNAP® EcoErgo™ Basic 2 Pocket Travel Pillow by Cixi Letu 
is a memory foam travel pillow that compacts down into a handy pouch 
that can be tossed into a bag or brief. A FitNeck™ 2-Adjustable Strap 
ensures a perfect fit, and an AccesEasy™ Zipped Cover can be easily 
removed. The pillow works in concert with the airplane’s adjustable 
headrest which provides sides while the pillow ergonomically supports 
the chin. It is available in 11 colors, including lavender, candlelight 
peach and moonless night, and two sizes – big (fits 14.125–16” neck) 
and slim (fits 13.25–15” neck). MSRP: $29.90

Whether you are 
working at the office 
or jet setting to your  

next business meeting,  
Dr. Segal’s collection of stylish 

compression socks, including 
Everyday Energy Socks with 15-

20mmHg True Graduated Compression, 
provide effective relief for tired, achy, swollen 

legs. In a selection of trendy and colorful designs – like 
black confetti, teal and striped blue – the socks are a must-

have travel accessory. Wearing compression socks when 
traveling long distances decreases and prevents leg pain, 

swelling and blood clot risk caused by being in cramped 
conditions where movement is limited. MSRP: $29.99/pair

The generously sized, RFID protected 
Everly Organizer Clutch (9” x 11” x 0.75”) 
from LODIS is fully padded for electronics 

protection and features a cord wrap and 
pockets for smartphone, glasses, pen, six 

business or credit cards, a slide pocket for 
a steno pad and zip pocket for cash and/or 

personal items. It is great for keeping a large 
tote bag organized or as a handy way to make 

sure all your business essentials make it with 
you to a meeting down the hall. MSRP: $108

Continued on page 38
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BUSINESS-READY ACCESSORIES
Continued from page 36

Let’s face it…
even with all of  

our fancy travel 
cases and toil-
etry bags, we 

still end up using 
resealable plastic 
bags to store and 
organize many of 
our travel items, 

such as cosmetics, 
snacks, electronics, jewelry and other items. Miamica now 

has a practical and fun storage solution: Bubble Resealables. These 
reusable bags meet carry-on regulations, protect valuables while on the go and 

feature an easy fastener to open and close. MSRP: $10/set of three

Ensure easy organized grooming with  
ROYCE New York’s Double Zippered Toiletry 

Bag, handcrafted in leather and sized at a 
compact 7.75” x 4.5” x 5”. Carefully designed 

for uncompromising functionality, this bag 
features a spacious interior for storing all your 
grooming needs and a water-resistant interior 

fabric to ensure leaks and spills remain 
contained. MSRP: $225

mumi’s packing cubes are made to make your travel 
and day-to-day life more organized. With the Packing 
Bundle travelers can achieve maximized organization 

with five packing cubes, three toiletry cubes, two shoe 
bags and one laundry bag. From the start to the end of 
your trip, stay on top of your laundry and keep those 
dirty clothes and shoes separated from everything 
else in your suitcase. Available in eight colors and a 

personalized option for everyone in the family, the set is 
perfect for any jetsetter. MSRP: $122

Savvy Travelers will love the highly functional 
STEAM CLIP™ to get rid of wrinkles on packed 

clothing without use of the hotel iron. It works 
on all shower types and with all hotel hangers 
– even the pesky ball-top hanger. Made in the 
USA, STEAM CLIP is also a multi-tool that can 

be used as a smartphone stand, bottle opener, 
thread/tag cutter, ruler and clip to keep purse 
or jacket off the restroom floor at the airport. 

MSRP: $12.88

An electronics travel case designed  
to protect and organize everything 
from large headphones to small 
cables, the Thule Subterra 
PowerShuttle Plus is sleek, 
spacious and built to last with 
durable materials, padding 
and YKK zippers. It protects 
large headphones along with 
a full kit of cables, adapters 
and other electronics 
in dedicated storage 
compartments. It charges 
your smartphone while 
keeping it accessible in the 
exterior pocket with cord pass-through and 
keeps all travel essentials efficiently organized and 
within reach of your airline seat pocket. MSRP: $29.95

Keep your readers close with a sleek and stylish Metal 
Finish Pod (MSRP: $24.95) or Silver Keychain Case 
($24.95). The pod comes in silver, gray, gold and 
rose gold; the keychain is available in black and silver. 
Both hold ThinOptics Readers’ Headline glasses 
from its Classic Collection – slim, armless, lightweight 
and portable reading glasses. Combined with any 
ThinOptics case, the Headline glasses easily fit on 
the back of your phone or tablet, or easily slip into a 
pocket or purse.

Please see the Buyer’s 
Guide on page 48 

for a directory of the 
companies whose 

products are included in 
this feature.
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